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Florida governor defends migrant flights to
Martha’s Vineyard, suggests more to come
MARTHA’S VINEYARD, Mass., Sept 16 (Reuters) - Florida’s
Republican governor on Friday defended his decision to fly
dozens of migrants to the wealthy vacation island of Martha’s
Vineyard from Texas, and said similar actions could follow as a
political dispute over border security deepened in the run-up to
U.S. elections in November.
DeSantis claimed credit for a pair of chartered flights on
Wednesday that carried around 50 migrants to Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts, as part of a broader Republican effort to
shift responsibility for border crossers to Democratic leaders.
Turn ESG aspiration into action
Working with KPMG, our clients can leverage ESG to extract
sustainable value, drive actionable insights and uncover new
opportunities.
At a news conference in Daytona Beach, Florida Governor Ron
DeSantis blamed Democratic President Joe Biden for what
he portrayed as a failure to stop migrants from crossing the
U.S.-Mexico border, as a record 1.8 million have been arrested
this fiscal year.
DeSantis said the Florida Legislature set aside $12 million
to transport migrants out of the state and that his government
would likely use the funds “to protect Florida.”
“There may be more flights, there may be buses,” he said to
cheers and applause from backers in the crowd.
The state paid $615,000 to Vertol Systems Company Inc, an
aviation business, on Sept. 8 as part of a “relocation program of
unauthorized aliens,” Florida state data showed. The company
did not immediately respond to a request for comment.
The flights to Martha’s Vineyard follow a busing effort by
Texas Governor Greg Abbott, another Republican, that has sent
more than 10,000 migrants to the Democrat-controlled cities of
Washington, New York and Chicago since April. The Republican governor of Arizona also has sent more than 1,800 migrants
to Washington.
Unlike those major cities, the island south of Boston is home to
around 20,000 year-round residents and is known as a vacation
spot for affluent liberals like former Democratic Presidents Bill
Clinton and Barack Obama. read more
On Friday morning in Martha’s Vineyard, the migrants, a
group of mostly Venezuelans including half a dozen children,
boarded buses en route to a ferry to Cape Cod in transportation
organized by Massachusetts Governor Charlie Baker, a Republican. He said they would be housed temporarily at a Cape Cod
military base.
The scene left some of the island residents who volunteered
to shelter them in a church for two nights in tears. Locals had
come together to donate money, toiletries and toys for the
migrants. A local thrift shop donated clean clothes, restaurants
took turns organizing meals and pro-bono lawyers flew in to
help the migrants with paperwork and immigration cases.
“I want them to have a good life,” said Lisa Belcastro, who
helped organize cots and supplies at St. Andrews Episcopal

Church, which sits among expensive white-clapboard homes in Edgartown. “I want them to come
to America and be embraced. They all want to
work.”
Venezuelan migrants arrive at Martha’s Vineyard
Venezuelan migrants stand outside St. Andrew’s
Church in Edgartown, Massachusetts, U.S. September 14, 2022. Ray Ewing/Vineyard Gazette/
Handout via REUTERS/File Photo
‘LIKE CHATTEL’
DeSantis, who is running for reelection in November and is often mentioned as a possible presidential candidate for 2024, said his administration
flew the migrants from Texas, and not his own
state, to the island getaway because many of the
migrants arriving in Florida come from Texas.
In addition to re-election bids by DeSantis and
Abott, November’s midterm elections will determine whether the Democrats retain control of
Congress.
Many migrants who cross into the United States
via the Southwest border are immediately expelled
to Mexico or other countries under a COVID-19
pandemic policy. But some nationalities, including
Venezuelans, cannot be expelled because Mexico
will not accept them and many seek to apply for
U.S. asylum.
The White House has decried the Republican governors’ efforts, saying migrants were being used in
a political stunt.

“These were children. They were moms. They were
fleeing communism. And what did Governor DeSantis and Governor Abbott do to them? They used them
as political pawns, treated them like chattel,” White
House press secretary Karine Jean-Pierre said at a press
briefing on Friday.
The legal basis for the Florida government to round
up migrants in a different state remained unclear. U.S.
government attorneys are exploring possible litigation
around the governors’ efforts, a Biden administration
official told Reuters.
The migrants flown to Martha’s Vineyard said they had
recently been admitted into the United States on humanitarian parole after fleeing Venezuela, and had been
staying at a shelter in San Antonio, Texas, when they
were approached by a woman who identified herself as
“Perla.”
The woman persuaded them to board the flights by
misleading them into thinking they were heading to
Boston and would be provided shelter and assistance
finding work for three months, they said.
Many said they told the people who organized the
flights they had appointments with immigration authorities they needed to attend in other cities, said Ivan
Espinoza-Madrigal, the director of Lawyers for Civil
Rights, a group in Boston assisting the migrants.
“The organizers of this scheme said ‘Don’t worry, that
will be taken care of’” he said.
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Governor Sends Migrants To The Front Door Of
Vice President’
President’s Residence
On the same day, Florida
Governor Ron DeSantis, also
flew 50 migrants to Martha’
s Vineyard in Massachusetts.
The migrant issue has
become one of the most
important issues in U.S.
politics. During the Trump
administration, the
Democratic party complained
about the inhumane
treatment of migrants, but
now the Republican party
believes that the refugee flow
on the border has reached an
uncontrollable point.

On Thursday, Texas Governor Greg
Abbott sent two busloads of migrants to
the Naval Observatory in Washington, D.
C., not far from the residence of Vice
President Kamala Harris.

Since April, Abbott has
bused 7,900 migrants to the
U.S. capitol, New York and
Chicago. Abbott said, “The
Biden-Harris administration
continues ignoring and
denying the historic crisis at
our southern border which
has endangered and
overwhelmed Texas
communities for almost two years.”
President Biden has accused Republicans
of playing politics with human beings using
them as props.

I attended Governor Abbott’
s face-to-face dialogue with more than
300 small business owners at The Briar
Club in Houston on Wednesday night. The
Governor said that in the last two years
nearly two million migrants have crossed
the border and entered into the United
States. This has become a national
security issue.
Governor Abbott will be challenged by the
Democrats in November. Due to his tax
cuts, many big corporations have moved
to Texas. Their relocation here will create
a budget surplus for the entire state.

Editor’s Choice
Meghan, the Duchess of Sussex, during the procession of
the coffin of Queen Elizabeth
from Buckingham Palace to
the Houses of Parliament in
London, September 14. REUTERS/John Sibley/Pool

Local residents crowd near a car distributing humanitarian aid in the town of
Balakliia, recently liberated by Ukrainian Armed Forces, in Kharkiv region,
Ukraine, September 13. REUTERS/Gleb Garanich

People react as royal guards march during the procession as the coffin of Queen Elizabeth
is transported from Buckingham Palace to the Houses of Parliament for her lying in state, in
London, September 14. REUTERS/Carlos Barria

King Charles and his wife Camilla stand for the national anthem as they visit parliament in
Westminster following the death of Queen Elizabeth, September 12. REUTERS/John Sibley/
Pool

A person walks through an
exit beneath an image of Adele
Bloch-Bauer by artist Gustav
Klimt during a press preview for
Hall des Lumieres, a new permanent center for immersive digital
art opening with the exhibition
“Gustav Klimt: Gold in Motion”
in New York City, September 13.
REUTERS/Andrew Kelly

Competitors drive their
homemade vehicle without
an engine during the Red
Bull Soapbox Race in Almaty, Kazakhstan, September 11. REUTERS/Pavel
Mikheyev
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‘Triple Dip’ La Niña Is On
The Way. Here’s What It
Means For U.S. Weather

Niño de Navidad” because El Niño typically peaks around December.
The entire natural climate cycle is officially known by climate scientists as El Niño
– Southern Oscillation (ENSO), a seesaw
dance of warmer and cooler seawater in
the central Pacific Ocean.
During La Niña events, trade winds are
even stronger than usual, pushing more
warm water toward Asia, NOAA said. Off
the west coast of the Americas, upwelling
increases, which brings cold, nutrient-rich
water to the surface.

WMO Predicts First “Triple-Dip” La
Niña Of The Century

Graphic Courtesy NOAAClimate.gov
Compiled And Edited By John T. Robbins, Southern Daily Editor
La Niña just won’t go away.
Meteorologists say that for the third straight
year, La Niña will persist throughout the
winter in the Northern Hemisphere. This is
the first “triple dip” La Niña of the century,
according to an update from the United Nations’ World Meteorological Organization.
This La Niña began in September 2020.
The La Niña climate pattern is a natural cycle
marked by cooler-than-average ocean water
in the central Pacific Ocean. It is one of the
main drivers of weather in the United States
and around the world, especially during late
fall, winter and early spring.
It’s the opposite of the more well-known El
Niño, which occurs when water in the Pacific
Ocean is warmer than average. Though this
would be the first “triple dip” La Niña this
century, it’s not unprecedented for the pattern to last more than nine months to a year,
which is typical for a La Niña, according to
ABC News.
What does La Niña mean for winter in the US?

A typical La Niña winter in the U.S. brings

cold and snow to the Northwest and unusually dry conditions to most of the nation’s southern tier, according to NOAA’s
Climate Prediction Center. The Southeast
and mid-Atlantic also tend to see warmer-than-average temperatures during a La
Niña winter.
Meanwhile, New England and the Upper
Midwest into New York tend to see colder-than-average temperatures, the Weather
Channel said.
Climate change also plays a role
The World Meteorological Organization said all naturally occurring climate
events now take place in the context of
human-induced climate change, which is
increasing global temperatures, exacerbating extreme weather and climate, and
influencing seasonal rainfall and temperature patterns.
“It is exceptional to have three consecutive years with a La Niña event,” said the
organization’s secretary-general, Petteri
Taalas, in a news release. “Its cooling influence is temporarily slowing the rise in
global temperatures – but it will not halt
or reverse the long-term warming trend.”
Where did the term La Niña come
from?
La Niña and El Niño are Spanish language
terms: La Niña means “little girl,” and El
Niño means “little boy,” or “Christ child.”
South American fishermen first noticed
periods of unusually warm water in the
Pacific Ocean in the 1600s, the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
said. The full name they used was “El

Geneva, 31 August 2022 – It is likely that
the protracted La Niña event will last until
at least the end of the year, becoming this
century’s first “triple-dip“ La Niña, spanning three consecutive northern hemisphere winters (southern hemisphere summers), according to a new Update from the
World Meteorological Organization.
The WMO El Niño/La Niña Update predicts the continuation of the current La
Niña over the next six months, with a 70%
chance in September-November 2022 but
gradually decreasing to 55% in December-February 2022/2023. It started in
September 2020.
La Niña conditions in the tropical Pacific
have strengthened as trade winds intensified during mid-July to mid-August 2022,
affecting temperature and precipitation
patterns and exacerbating drought and
flooding in different parts of the world.
La Niña refers to the large-scale cooling of the ocean surface temperatures in
the central and eastern equatorial Pacific Ocean, coupled with changes in the
tropical atmospheric circulation, namely
winds, pressure and rainfall. It usually has
the opposite impacts on weather and climate as El Niño, which is the warm phase
of the so-called El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO).

mal temperatures over land areas, including
much of the Northern Hemisphere.
Precipitation predictions are similar to typical rainfall effects of La Niña.
Probabilistic forecasts of surface air temperature and precipitation for the season

However, all naturally occurring climate
events now take place in the context of human-induced climate change, which is increasing global temperatures, exacerbating
extreme weather and climate, and impacting
seasonal rainfall and temperature patterns.
“It is exceptional to have three consecutive
years with a la Niña event. Its cooling influence is temporarily slowing the rise in global
temperatures – but it will not halt or reverse
the long-term warming trend,” said WMO
Secretary-General Prof. Petteri Taalas.
“The worsening drought in the Horn of Africa and southern South America bear the hallmarks of La Niña, as does the above average
rainfall in South-East Asia and Australasia.
The new La Niña Update unfortunately confirms regional climate projections that the
devastating drought in the Horn of Africa
will worsen and affect millions of people.”
“WMO will continue to provide tailored information to the humanitarian sector and to support sensitive sectors like agriculture, food security, health and disaster risk reduction. WMO
is also striving towards the goal that everyone
should have access to early warning systems in
the next five years to protect them against hazards related to our weather, climate and water,”
said Prof. Taalas.
Global Seasonal Climate Outlook
El Niño and La Niña are major – but not the
only - drivers of the Earth’s climate system.
In addition to the long-established ENSO
Update, WMO now also issues regular
Global Seasonal Climate Updates (GSCU),
which incorporate influences of all other major climate drivers such as the North Atlantic
Oscillation, the Arctic Oscillation and the Indian Ocean Dipole.
The ENSO and Global Seasonal Climate
Updates are based on forecasts from WMO
Global Producing Centres of Long-Range
Forecasts and are available to support governments, the United Nations, decision-makers and stakeholders in climate sensitive
sectors to mobilize preparations and protect
lives and livelihoods.
Despite the stubborn La Niña in the equatorial central and eastern Pacific, widespread
warmer than-average sea-surface temperatures elsewhere are predicted to dominate the
forecast of air temperatures for September to
November. This will contribute to above nor-

September-October 2022. The baseline
period is 1993–2009.
The World Meteorological Organization
is the United Nations System’s authoritative voice on Weather, Climate and Water
Related
Yosemite In Peril: How Climate Change’s
Grip Is Altering America’s National Parks

YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK – Towering above the other trees in the Mariposa
Grove, the Grizzly Giant stands like an adult
among toddlers. Twenty-five feet across
and almost 20 stories high, the estimated
3,000-year-old sequoia seems invincible.
But the iconic evergreens – and the beloved
park around them – are facing a fierce and
unrelenting adversary: climate change.
The Grizzly Giant is a giant sequoia tree in
Yosemite National Forest’s Mariposa Grove.
The tree is 96 feet around, 25 feet across,
209 feet tall and estimated to be about 3,000
years old by the National Park Service.
National Park Service forest ecologist Garrett Dickman bears witness to the struggle. A
22-year drought. Ferocious fires. Vanishing
glaciers. Invasive species. Hotter summers
and shorter winters.
Walking through the sequoia grove, one of
three located in the popular national park visited by 3.3 million people last year, Dickman
points out tree after tree, killed by insects,
thirst, or both.
“Sugar pine, ponderosa pine, white fir, giant
sequoia. All dead,” he said. “Millions of trees
have died within the park’s boundaries.”
The nation’s national parks are places so
awe-inspiring they were meant to be forever
preserved, “unimpaired” for future generations.
(Article Continues Below)
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‘Triple Dip’ La Niña Is On The Way.
Here’s What It Means For U.S. Weather

Graphic Courtesy NOAAClimate.gov
Compiled And Edited By John T. Robbins, Southern Daily Editor

Yosemite In Peril: How Climate Change’s
Grip Is Altering America’s National Parks

Yosemite National Park
That’s no longer possible. Last year the park service published a landmark document laying out
the harsh realities of global warming. In most of
the nation’s parks, much will change, not everything can be saved and some things will be lost
forever. The report outlines how park officials
must plan in earnest for “unprecedented” future
conditions.
Those conditions are already on view at Yosemite.
Rhapsodized by naturalist John Muir more than
150 years ago as “God’s first temples,” the park
he helped create has long been a place that deeply
touches those who visit. But the grandchildren of
this year’s visitors will see a different park than the
one that beckons today.
Dan Porter, The Nature Conservancy’s California
Forest Program Director, first worked at Yosemite
in 1996 as part of a children’s program.
“Back then, the thought that it could be irreparably changed didn’t even cross our minds,” he said.
“Seeing what is happening there tells us there is
no place on Earth that is safe anymore from the
impacts of our unsustainable way of living.”
‘A species shift’
On a blazing August day, Dickman stood at Yosemite’s Wawona Point, nearly 3,000 feet above
the valley floor, surveying the forest far below. In
the last five years, the area has been devoured by

flames: the Railroad fire in 2017, the Ferguson fire
in 2018 and the Washburn fire in 2022. All were
high-intensity fires that charred large patches of
forest.

Fires, a critical part of this ecosystem, now burn so
hot that instead of being beneficial, clearing dead
brush and sparking new tree growth, they leave
only scorched earth. What regrows may no longer
be a woodland. In the last 80 years, the climate has
become warmer, drier and suited for an entirely
different landscape.
“We’re seeing a species shift,” he said, pointing
toward the chaparral and brushland emerging from
the seared ground. “In a few areas, what’s coming
back isn’t forest at all, it’s cheatgrass.”
As the composition of the forest changes, no one
knows what that will mean for the animals, birds
and insects that have evolved to inhabit it.
“Even five years ago, we thought whitebark pine
was doing great and now we’re seeing it die in
large patches,” Dickman said, shaking his head.
“Just this year, for the first time, I’m seeing Douglas fir being killed by insects and woodpeckers at
large scale.”
The southern edge of the Douglas fir’s range, he
says, is “moving north before our eyes.”
For those who return to Yosemite again and again,
the changes hit hard.
After decades of hiking the park’s trails, there are
some places Carl Casey, 67, can no longer bear to
return to, however much he once loved them.

“There’s just so much change and so many dead
trees,” he said. “It’s devastating.”

‘Billions of seeds’
Giant sequoia evolved to drop their seeds after
fires when leaf litter on the ground has been burned
away and competing vegetation creates gaps in the
tree canopy to bring them sunlight.
But last summer, some of the largest giant sequoias
in Mariposa Grove released their seeds, not during
a fire, but during a heat wave.
“We’ve never seen this before,” said Anthony
Ambrose, executive director of the Ancient Forest
Society, a nonprofit forest research and outreach
organization that works with the park service. He’s
spent years working in the grove and was deeply
disturbed by what he saw.
The seeds, which should have fallen on mineral-rich soil cleared by fire, instead fell in leaf litter
on the forest floor. When summer came, the mulch
couldn’t hold enough moisture to support them.
“When we went back this spring, there were literally billions of seeds on the ground that had dried
up and died because the conditions weren’t appropriate for them to germinate,” Ambrose said.
Scientists aren’t sure why the seeds fell without the
trigger of a fire. It happened during a drought and
an intense heat wave, as smoke from fires miles
away filled the grove. Perhaps some combination
of all three confused the trees.
A burnedover area near
Wawona Point in
Yosemite National
Park.
“Things are changing in the ecosystem. We’re still
trying to understand,” said Ambrose.
Deanna Lynn Wulff, who’s been hiking the park
for more than 30 years, has stopped taking one of
her favorite trails. The San Francisco resident says
it’s transformed.
“There are trees I’ve been walking by for decades
and now they’re dead,” she said. “I am seeing big
changes and it is tough to witness climate change
happen before your eyes.”
‘Kiln-dried lumber’
Yosemite also is in the throes of a 22-year megadrought, worse than any since the year 800 AD.
While droughts have always come and gone in
the West, it’s also getting hotter. Temperatures are
on average 1.6 degrees warmer than they were in
1895. The average minimum nighttime temperature is now 7.6 degrees warmer than it was in 1915.
Less snow and rain has turned trees into tinder.
Dickman has tested branches with fuel moisture
levels of 8%.
“As a comparison, the kiln-dried lumber you buy
at the lumber store has a moisture content of 8% to
14%,” he said.
Studies show that 1,200 years ago, Yosemite went
through an intense drought and some giant sequoi-

as died during high-severity fires.
“The record of losing giant sequoias (to environmental causes) doesn’t start up again until the
1980s,” Dickman said.

Garrett Dickman, a forest ecologist with Yosemite National Park, showing the age of a
sugar pine that died due to drought and bark
beetle infestation.
Last year, the nation’s giant sequoia managers
added up all the remaining trees. To their horror,
the number of the threatened redwoods, harvested
almost to extinction in the 1800s, had decreased
significantly.
“We tallied it all up and we’d lost 20% of them in
just two years,” Dickman said.
‘Others just die’
The megadrought is part of a one-two punch that’s
hurting the park’s woodlands in ways even casual
visitors can see.
Water-stressed trees are easy to spot because they
look like they’ve had a bad haircut. Dickman can
stand in one place, turn in a circle and point out
dozens. Under drought conditions, the trees drop
needles, through which they lose water, to protect
themselves.
Sometimes there’s so little water the trees simply
can’t pump it all the way to their crowns. “Then
their top dies off,” Dickman explained.
Some trees send out a new top, or a lower branch
will crook upward and become the tree’s new
trunk. “Others,” he said, “just die.”
Trees in Yosemite
National Park dying from the top
down, primarily
due to drought
and bark beetle
infestation.
The drought also is making trees more susceptible to bark beetles. While native to the region,
an almost three-month increase in frost-free days
means the beetles can reproduce more.
Under normal circumstances, they only attack diseased or damaged trees, digging through the bark
to eat the nutrient-rich wood underneath and lay
their eggs.
Healthy, well-watered, trees fight off the beetles by
trapping them in sticky pitch and pushing them out
through the bark – a process known as “pitching
the bugs out,” said Dickman.
“The trees can fight back,” he said. “Giant sequoia
pitch especially is really gnarly, it’s bitter and awful.”
But water-stressed trees can’t create enough pitch
to expel the beetles. When that happens, the beetles multiply, sometimes killing a tree within six
months. Between 2010 to 2019, the Forest Service
estimates more than 163 million trees in California’s forests were killed, mostly by bark beetles.
The beetles can’t get through the thick bark at a
tree’s base. Instead, they attack at the tree’s top,

where the bark is thin and there is less pitch.
Dickman pointed to tree after tree, topped with
brown, dead needles. “They die from the top
down,” he said.
The remains of
ponderosa pines
killed by warm
weather, drought
and bark beetles along a trail
long-time hiker
Carl Casey has
been visiting for 20 years.
Throughout the park, signs of the drought are inescapable.
Paul Wagner, 70, of Napa, California, has been
coming to the park for 52 years.
“It used to be people wanted to know how bad the
mosquitos are. Now they ask if there’s going to be
any water in the creeks,” he said.
The meadows are drier. When he first began coming, wildflowers bloomed all summer. “Now by
August a lot of them are drying up and there are
no flowers.”
‘Protect this place’
Larry Orman, 73, is a conservation advocate who
started his career as a white water rafting guide
on the Tuolumne river in the 1970s. He founded
the Greenbelt Alliance, a California conservation
nonprofit and spent 19 years as director of the
GreenInfo Network, which creates maps to aid
conservation groups.
He takes the long view.
“Remember, there’s a lot about Yosemite that nobody’s going to change except for a meteor,” he
said.

Yosemite National Park’s Tunnel View scenic
overlook provides a first, stunning look at the
valley floor and the soaring granite geology
that created El Capitan, Bridalveil Fall and
Half Dome.
The park’s geology and its awe-inspiring formations will endure. There’s a reason the Tunnel
View Overlook, with its first, breathtaking view
of the valley and its soaring granite guardians, El
Capitan, Bridalveil Fall and Half Dome, draws as
many as 7,000 visitors a day.
The park and its ecosystem will be different as
climate change shifts its ecology, and it won’t be
Orman’s park anymore, but it’s going to be someone’s, he said.
And whatever that is will still be worth fighting to
save.
That’s what keeps Dickman motivated, no matter
how many dead trees he has to tag for removal.
“It’s fully worth doing everything we can to protect this place,” he said. “How could you not?”
(Courtesy https://www.yahoo.com/now/yosemite-peril-climate-change-grip-090032946.html )

